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ABSTRACT 

 

The banking industry is one of the most active industries in collecting vast 

amounts of personal data daily.  Advancements in information and communication 

technology have directly made the process of personal data handling, which 

encompasses the processes of collection, usage, storage and dissemination of personal 

data, to become a lot easier.  These developments, however, posed new threats to the 

individual’s liberty and information privacy in case of a data breach or data abuse. 

This study is conducted to gain further understanding of the situation by investigating 

the current practices used by banks while dealing with customers’ personal data and 

also examines the level of perceived knowledge among bank personnel and customers 

regarding personal data handling.  An individual with good perceived knowledge is 

believed to exercise the best practices to secure the data from unwanted threats.  

Moreover, this study observes whether good perceived knowledge has effects on 

practice, specifically in personal data handling.  This study adopts a quantitative 

approach, in which primary data were collected through a survey method. The 

respondents are divided into two groups; with a total number of 228 and 263 bank 

personnel and bank customers, respectively.  This study utilises the Rasch 

Measurement Model for research instrument validation and SEM AMOS version 22 

for data analysis.  The findings indicate that the Malaysian bank current practices 

comprise all seven data protection principles as stipulated under PDPA 2010; attesting 

that the institutions fulfil the regulations.  Bank personnel were found to have good 

perceived knowledge in personal data handling as compared to bank customers who 

are not meeting the level of good perceived knowledge scale.  These findings justify 

the increasing number of cases in data abused recently.  The result of the findings also 

verifies the significant effects of perceived knowledge towards practice in personal 

data handling, as noted in both groups of respondents.  Two models of personal data 

handling have been established as the outcome of this study. They are the ‘Personal 

Data Handing Model for Bank Personnel’ and the ‘Personal Data Handling Model for 

Bank Customers’.  The present study is useful as it highlights the efforts made by the 

banking industry to protect customers’ personal data. The results of this study 

contribute to the improvement and implementation of the Personal Data Protection Act 

(PDPA) requirements within the banking industry. 
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ABSTRAK 

Industri perbankan merupakan antara industri yang aktif mengumpul data 

peribadi pelanggan secara harian.  Kemajuan dalam bidang teknologi maklumat dan 

komunikasi telah menjadikan pengendalian data peribadi seperti pengumpulan, 

penggunaan dan penyebaran data semakin mudah.  Walaubagaimanapun, ia memberi 

ancaman baharu terhadap kerahsiaan maklumat mahupun individu itu sendiri jika 

terjadi kebocoran maklumat atau salah guna data peribadi.  Dalam memahami situasi 

tersebut, kajian ini dijalankan bertujuan untuk mengenal pasti amalan semasa yang 

digunakan oleh bank semasa pengendalian data peribadi pelanggan di samping 

mengkaji tahap pengetahuan dalam kalangan kakitangan bank dan pelanggan bank 

terhadap pengendalian data peribadi.  Individu yang mempunyai pengetahuan yang 

baik dipercayai mampu mempraktikkan pengendalian data daripada disalahguna oleh 

pihak tidak bertanggungjawab.  Selain itu, kajian ini juga mengenalpasti  sama ada 

pengetahuan yang baik dalam pengendalian data peribadi mempengaruhi amalan yang 

dipraktikkan.  Kajian ini  menggunakan kaedah kuantitatif iaitu data primer 

dikumpulkan melalui proses kajian tinjauan.  Responden kajian ini terbahagi kepada 

dua kumpulan iaitu kakitangan bank seramai 228 orang dan pelanggan bank seramai 

263 orang.  Model Pengukuran Rasch digunakan untuk pengesahan instrumen kajian 

dan SEM AMOS versi 22 digunakan bagi analisa data kajian.  Dapatan kajian 

menunjukkan bahawa amalan semasa bank-bank di Malaysia merangkumi kesemua 

tujuh prinsip perlindungan data peribadi seperti yang termaktub dalam Akta. Ini 

menunjukkan bahawa pihak bank telah mematuhi peraturan undang-undang dalam 

pengendalian data peribadi pelanggan.  Dapatan kajian merekodkan kakitangan bank 

mempunyai tahap pengetahuan yang baik dalam pengendalian data peribadi 

berbanding dengan pelanggan bank yang tidak mencapai tahap pengetahuan yang baik.  

Ini memberikan gambaran jelas bahawa dengan pertambahan kes melibatkan data 

peribadi yang telah disalahgunakan pada masa ini.  Hasil dapatan kajian mengesahkan 

bahawa pengetahuan yang baik dapat mempengaruhi amalan dalam pengendalian data 

peribadi.  Ini dibuktikan dalam kedua-dua kumpulan responden.  Dua model 

pengendalian data peribadi telah dihasilkan daripada kajian ini yang diberi nama 

‘Model Pengendalian Data Peribadi bagi Kakitangan Bank’ dan ‘Model Pengendalian 

Data Peribadi bagi Pelanggan Bank’.  Kajian ini berjaya menyoroti usaha yang 

dilakukan oleh industri perbankan untuk melindungi data peribadi pelanggan.  Dapatan 

kajian ini juga dapat menyumbang kepada peningkatan dan pelaksanaan persyaratan 

bagi Akta Perlindungan Data Peribadi (PDPA) dalam industri perbankan. 
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CHAPTER 1  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

The issue of privacy and disclosure of personal data are usually intertwined.  

The intertwining gets more complex in the digital era.  The Internet, the computer, 

social media and online transactions alter the balance between privacy and disclosure, 

so much so,  privacy rights have changed  into  serious threats  (Wu, 2014).  Personal 

data refers to any kind of private information about a person like the address, telephone 

number, identity card number, race, date of birth, occupation, gender, health record, 

financial income, political affiliation, usually only known to the owner, close family 

and friends (Noriswadi Ismail and Cieh, 2013).  It is the very kind of information any 

individual prefers to always keep private.  Despite their sensitivity, a lot of these data 

are surprisingly easily available, changing hands from one to another almost freely and 

used  in daily transaction without much control (Warso, 2013; Capistrano and Chen, 

2015; Kong and Xiao, 2015).  These array of activities from applications for 

membership, registration or business activities (Jai and King, 2016) occur across 

multiple sectors such as banking, retails, service providers, educational and health 

organizations (Reidenberg, 2000; Graham et al., 2016).   

When accessibility to data is just a click away (Cellary and Rykowski, 2015) 

it may inadvertently encroach into the individual’s privacy, exposing him more to data 

thefts, data breach, and data trades off (Caudill and Murphy, 2000).  Everybody should 

have knowledge on how to protect their personal data from those threats.    Individuals 

with knowledge especially in personal data handling are more aware in ensuring his 

personal data is treated in a reliable way and would be able to notice if something was 

amiss.  According to Wiig, (2003) knowledge of the individual would enable him to 

perform sense making, decision making, problem solving, implementations as well as 

monitoring in any situation. It is important to have knowledge in handling personal 
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data because security, integrity and protection of personal data are the fundamental 

factors to shift our country from a manufacturing-based economy to high value 

knowledge economy through the support of information and communication 

technology (ICT) infrastructure (Rais Yatim, 2012).  

The knowledge could be gained by observing, learning by example, as well as 

modelling of or following  the  practices of  others (Hayes, 1978; Thorsten, 2015).  As 

explained by Sarabia and Obeso, (2012), imitation is accepted in many businesses.  He 

gave example of firms that imitate each other in the introduction of new processes and 

new products, in the adoption of management strategies and even in entry to new 

markets and timing of investments.  The act of imitating or modelling is a learning 

process where knowledge is gained by observing the actions and practices of others. 

For instance, customers of a bank could acquire knowledge on personal data protection 

through dealings with the bank.  Knowledge of personal data protection may guard a 

person from data abuse.  Question remains on the level of individual knowledge 

regarding personal data protection especially among bank personnel and bank 

customers in Malaysia. 

Chapter one of this study is organized in the following manner.  The first part 

contains the introduction, background facts, and problem statement.  The second part 

discusses the research objectives and research questions.  The third part refers to the 

theoretical and conceptual framework of the thesis.  The fourth part refers to the scope 

and significance of study as well the definition of terms. 

1.2 Background of Study 

Personal data handling in banks encompasses data collection to data use, data 

dissemination, data disclosure and data retention.  Banks deal with personal data all 

the time, upon opening a bank account, applying for a loan, registering for a credit card 

and other services.  Personal data are the must-give details requested by the bank and 

these data would be in bank database systems (Noriswadi Ismail, 2013).  The data are 

processed by different divisions, departments, branches and corporate office of the 
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banks.  The collaboration with other service providers in paying bills, loans, standing 

instructions and third-party transfers increase the risk of personal data to be misused.  

In order to protect personal data in commercial transactions, all banks in 

Malaysia are required to comply with the Personal Data Protection Act 2010 (PDPA) 

in terms of customer personal data handling.  Other than to comply with data protection 

principles stipulated in the Act such as general principle, notice and choice principle, 

disclosure principle, security principle, retention principle, integrity principle and 

access principle, banks also have to acknowledge customers on the data collection and 

processing activity through a written notice.  The notice should be in the national 

language and the English language and is easily accessible to the customers.   

The security of personal data does not rely on the legal Act alone as everybody 

should play their roles.  For instance, in banking services, bank customers need to 

know the purpose of data collection whilst the staff ought to ask for permission from 

the customer before collecting any personal information.  The knowledge of bank 

customers could be gauged from their awareness on their rights as a customer in 

personal data handing.  In the first place, the bank is the party that should deliver the 

information to its customers on these rights.  Every customer has the right to access 

his personal data as stipulated under PDPA, the right to correct personal data if the 

data is out of date or inaccurate, the right to withdraw his consent for data processing, 

the right to prevent processing if it is likely to cause damage to the data subject and 

the right to decide whether or not they wish to give their personal data to be used for 

direct marketing purposes (Farah, 2014).  The establishment of these rights for data 

subject who is the bank customer is intended to safeguard the personal data from any 

wrongdoing and abuse.            

A lack of knowledge on the importance of personal data protection would harm 

the individual himself.  Cases of personal data misuse and abuse could be reached 

anywhere and it happened almost every day.  A distribution of breached data record 

across the world has portrays Malaysia is among the high cases in data breach.  The 

records are compiled by Breach Level Index since 2013.  It is stated, approximately 

40 million cases of data breach since 2013 from Malaysia alone from the total of 9.7 
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billion worldwide.   It is quite a big number for our country.  As reported by New 

Straits Times online, the details for about 30 million passengers of Malindo Air, an 

Indonesian Lion Group Malaysian subsidiary have been posted in online forums and 

the leaked databases were up for sale  on the dark web (Reuters, 2019).  Two former 

employees of its e-commerce contractor were responsible for the information leakage.  

This is an example of data misuse by data users who were supposed to protect the data 

but did the exact opposite.  Astro, a satellite television and radio operator in Malaysia 

reported a data breach exposing the  customers’ MyKad details such as names, identity 

card numbers, dates of birth, gender, race and address  (Shankar, 2019).  The company 

confirmed they were working with the authorities to address the breach and expressed 

regret when it happened for the second time.  The breach in June 2018, involved 60,000 

Astro IPTV customers’ personal data. According to  Utusan Malaysia (2015)  there 

were 175,655,228  recorded  cases involving data theft in the second quarter of 2014. 

Data thefts occur across industries with the retail industry suffering the biggest data 

lost. The million Ringgit land scam at various land offices at Kuala Lumpur, Johor and 

Penang revealed how the culprits invaded the privacy of targeted land owners (Nizam 

Yatim and Johari Syawal, 2007).  In those cases, it was common for the accused to 

access the Land Registry Office to illegally access the file and data of targeted 

individuals in order to change the details of land tittles. Likewise , devious parties have 

no qualms in trading personal data such as the names, mobile telephone numbers, types  

of credit cards and issuing banks, and place of work of unsuspected consumers to third 

parties (Loh and Bedi, 2009).  In Malaysia, these data  are worth about RM100 for 

every 1000 names as in the case of the Citizen Declaration (Loh and Bedi, 2009).  The 

list of one million names was allegedly extracted for the poll list of the last general 

election, where the accused served as a volunteer  (P. Divakaran, 2016).  Although the 

voters list is a public document, and available to all, the very basic principle remains.  

The culprit invaded the privacy of others and disrespected the citizens’ human rights 

which is guaranteed by the law.   

In October 2017, the Malaysian Communication and Multimedia Commission 

(MCMC) announced an investigation of personal data breach involving 46.2 million 

mobile number subscribers in Malaysia.  The population of Malaysia is only around 

32 million, but many have several mobile numbers.  The list is believed to include 

inactive numbers and temporary ones brought by visiting foreigners.  This leakage has 
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been described as one of the largest personal data breaches in the world and  a lot was 

at stake in the incident (The Straits Times, 2017).  From home addresses and MyKad 

numbers to SIM card information, the private details of almost the entire population 

may have fallen into the wrong hands.  With this leak, Malaysians may be vulnerable 

to social engineering attacks and in the worst-case scenario, phones may be cloned.  

The MCMC also announced that 81,309 records from the Malaysian Medical Council 

(MMC), Malaysian Medical Association (MMA) and Malaysian Dental Association 

(MDA) were also breached.  The MCMC identified the high probability of 

Jobstreet.com, Malaysian Housing Loan Application (MHLA) and the National 

Specialist Register of Malaysia as the places or sources of hacked personal data.  

Jobstreet database alone contains almost 17 million customer information, which 

includes the names, login names, passwords, email ids, nationalities, addresses and 

handphone numbers of candidates obtained between 2012 and 2013. Information of 

non-residents of Malaysia was also included.  It is alarming that these data were 

advertised for sale on certain websites.  The Inspector-General of Police (IGP) Tan Sri 

Mohamad Fuzi Harun said initial investigations  revealed that the breach could have 

occurred during a data transfer, when a number of crooked employees of a company 

were able to take advantage of the situation (The Straits Times, 2017).      

Invasion of privacy is a modern  highway robbery in broad day light (Nor 

Ashikin et al., 2016).  Whilst the culprits make easy money, the victim suffers 

physically, mentally, socially and economically (Marcela Jr. and Menendex, 2008; 

Kong and Xiao, 2015).  There is not much that consumers could do except to change 

their mobile phone numbers or SIM cards.  Even that is almost futile since they cannot 

change or alter their other personal details.  For example, the name, address, phone 

number, the International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) and the International 

Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI), which are  still tied to mobile phone devices are 

all out there (The Star Online, 2017b).  According to  Lai, Li, & Hsieh (2012) invasion 

of privacy is very capable of destroying the individual’s personal credit and financial 

credibility. The  unlawful leakage of information (Matzner, 2014) may  unnecessary 

expose the victims (Ball et al., 2012), leaving them vulnerable, and in many instances 

damage their  reputation dignity, liberty and peace of mind (Tene and Polonetsky, 

2013).  They may lose their trust and confidence in people, the system and become 

less cooperative with the system or government. This also explains why the society in 
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general and private individuals in particular must be vigilant in ensuring their privacy 

rights are protected at all times.  To be vigilant, one should prepare himself with good 

knowledge.  By having good knowledge, it easier to practice the dos and don’ts while 

handling over personal data. The increasing numbers and seriousness of personal data 

breach and privacy issues in the digital era have been proven by various research 

conducted on personal data and invasion of privacy (Stone et al., 1983; Jeff and 

Sandra, 1996; Earp and Payton, 2006), customer data disclosure (White, 2004), e-

commerce (Weiber and Kollmann, 1998; Olivero and Lunt, 2004; Yang, 2011), on 

online customer privacy (Caudill and Murphy, 2000; Castañeda et al., 2007) and cloud 

computing (King and Raja, 2012; Kshetri, 2013; Wei et al., 2014). 

The above concerns are very serious issues especially in the light of the rising 

number of data misuse, data abuse and data theft (Schermer, 2011).  The seriousness 

of the  problem has been highlighted by several studies on data protection and data 

privacy (Strauss and Rogerson, 2002; King and Raja, 2012; Barclay, 2013; Mohd 

Shoki Md Ariff et al., 2013).  However, most of these studies were focused on data 

protection issues from activities on the Internet.  However, studies concerning 

customer personal data handling are rather limited. As far as Malaysia is concerned, 

there is yet a study that focuses on personal data handing and its relationship between 

perceived knowledge and practice.  The matter to look into these two elements is 

whether having good perceived knowledge in personal data handling led to better 

practices or otherwise.  This is important as the case on data breach is on rise and the 

culprits are among the individual who has the access to the data.  

1.3 Problem Statement 

Except for a few, most of the banks in Malaysia are private entity corporations 

answerable to shareholders and investors only.  As corporate entities, they are normally 

profit-oriented.  However, that does not mean that they can put less priority on the 

importance of personal data protection. Recent news in the media have highlighted 

some concerns on the safety of personal data collected and handled by financial 

institutions such as banks.  How safe is public personal data kept by financial 
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institutions, credit card companies and banks? How competence bank personnel with 

regards to personal data handling?  Are current practices in personal data handling is 

good enough to protect customers’ personal data?  Based on the requirements of “The 

Security Principle” clause of PDPA, it is high time for institutions to review their 

processes in data handling for a better and secured process of personal data.  As far as 

customers are concerns, there is not much they can do other than to file a complaint 

with the Personal Data Protection Commissioner. However, customers could improve 

the situation by having better awareness and to be more alert of their rights.  Generally, 

there is a need to know too, about how banks practice, implement and to what extent 

comply with the requirements of PDPA.  There is still very little information available 

or research done on to the extent to which banks are specifically willing to assist their 

clients in preserving their rights while engaging in business transactions.  Thus, this 

study investigates the current practice of banks on personal data handling whether the 

processes are according with the PDPA 2010.   

In view of the abovementioned facts, a question arises whether this happens 

due to little perceived knowledge among bank personnel on personal data handling. 

Incompetence and unskilled personnel relatively correlated with the low perceived 

knowledge on the subject matter. It is important for bank personnel to possess good 

perceived knowledge in matters of personal data handling. Bank personnel especially 

the person who is responsible with data handling ought to be well-versed in the 

activities regarding personal data handling.  He must understand each process and 

every detail and the steps to be taken as stipulated in the Act.  There is a need to 

evaluate the perceived knowledge of bank personnel and with that this study examines 

the level of perceived knowledge among banks personnel on personal data handling.       

Bank customer as well should know what it takes to secure his personal data 

starting from data collection to data processing.  They should understand their rights 

as stipulated in the Act and know the channel to seek help should a problem arise.  

They should not only rely on other parties to secure their personal data because it could 

be seen some cases of data breaches were done by the individual who has access to the 

data.  It is proven by the statement from the IGP on those matters as mentioned earlier 

under subheading ‘Background of Study’ above. Hence, this study as well investigates 
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the levels of perceived knowledge on personal data handling ranging from data 

collection to data use, data dissemination and data retention among banks customer in 

Malaysia.   

The study also investigates whether there is effect of perceived knowledge 

towards practices in personal data handling.  It be performed on both groups, banks 

personnel and banks customers.  The result justifies whether it is a need to have good 

perceived knowledge in performing a good practice while dealing with personal data.  

The insight and the findings of this study are able to contribute in strengthening the 

protection of consumers’ rights. It is useful for the academia and practitioners in 

firming the implementations on current practices by improving the areas with low 

practices and knowledge on it. 

1.4 Research Objectives 

The research objectives are as follows: 

1. To determine the current practice by banks in Malaysia primarily in 

personal data handling consisting of consent, notice and choice, data 

disclosure, data security, data retention, data integrity and data access. 

 

2. To identify the level of perceived knowledge among bank personnel in 

personal data handling ranging from consent, notice and choice, data 

disclosure, data security, data retention, data integrity and data access. 

 

3. To identify the level of perceived knowledge among bank customers in 

personal data handling ranging from consent, notice and choice, data 

disclosure, data security, data retention, data integrity and data access. 

 

4. To examine the effect of bank personnel’s perceived knowledge towards 

personal data handling. 
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5. To examine the effect of bank customer’s perceived knowledge towards 

personal data handling. 

6. To propose a significant model on personal data handling among banks  

1.5 Research Questions 

1. What are the current practices by banks in personal data handling? 

 

2. What is the level of perceived knowledge among bank personnel in 

personal data handling? 

 

3. What is the level of perceived knowledge among bank customers in 

personal data handling? 

 

4. Is there any significance effect of bank personnel perceived knowledge 

towards practice in personal data handling? 

 

5. Is there any significant effect of bank customers perceived knowledge 

towards personal data handling? 

 

 

1.6 Research Hypotheses 

The purpose of a research hypothesis is to function  as an empirical direction and 

benchmark in justifying  the results and findings of the study (Bhattacherjee, 2012).  It 

is also operated as a tentative answer to the research question (Senthilnathan, 2017).  

Hypotheses of study are generated into two types namely null hypothesis (H0) and 

alternative hypothesis (H1) (Mukesh et al., 2013).  The null hypothesis is a statement 

stated that there is no relationship exist between the value of parameter and the value 

of statistic. While the alternative hypothesis indicates there is a relationship between 

two selected variables in the study.  In order to examine the effect of perceived 
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knowledge towards practice among the targeted respondents, this study develops two 

hypotheses as stated below.  These hypotheses are predictions of the relationship 

between the variables.  The prediction derived from the understanding of issues 

gathered in the study.  

i. Hypothesis 1:  

H0: There is no significant effect of bank personnel’s perceived knowledge 

towards practice in personal data handing 

ii. Hypothesis 2:  

H0: There is no significant effect of bank customers’ perceived knowledge 

towards practice in personal data handling  

1.7 Conceptual Framework 

A conceptual framework is an explanation of the main things to be studied such 

as key factors, concepts or variables either graphically or in narrative form (Miles and 

Huberman, 1994).  The framework presumes there is a relationship among them.  

Meanwhile, Weaver and Hart (1988) defined the conceptual framework as the version 

of a researcher’s map in his investigation; a useful tool (Leshem and Trafford, 2007).  

Through the conceptual framework, a researcher will be able to show the relationships 

of the different constructs to be investigated in the study (Mukesh et al., 2013).  The 

conceptual framework of this study is illustrated in Figure 1.1.  
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 Figure 1.1 Conceptual Framework 

 

 

To understand the overall picture, the study identifies the factors leading to 

personal data protection during bank transactions.  Knowledge and practice on 

personal data handling among bank customers as well as bank personnel are the 

variables to be measured in this study.  The knowledge is gained while experiencing 

the processes in various situations (Thorsten, 2015).  The individual with knowledge 

should be capable of making more effective decisions as knowledge has been 

identified as an important component in decision-making (Robb and Woodyard, 

2011).  Stone et al., (1983) concluded that the more the individuals value information 

privacy, the less the control they believe they actually have over personal information.  

The study also revealed that the greater the degree of control the individuals believe 

they have over personal information, the more positive they are in their attitudes about 

such control.  It shows knowledge has a significant impact on individual’s belief   

towards his personal data protection.     

Meanwhile, a study by Dawood, Hassali, & Saleem, (2017) summarized that 

the lack of knowledge among the public was associated with inappropriate practices 

by the practitioners.  Although the study was carried out on medicinal use among 

patients in Malaysia, the key findings show a strong relationship between practice and 

knowledge.  The study suggested that health policymakers design better strategies to 

help the public especially in raising their awareness on medicinal use while medical 
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practitioners should play a major role in educating their patients.  In the context of this 

study, the perceived knowledge of bank customers could be influenced by the practices 

in banks itself from the beginning of data collection to the end of the transactions.  

When there are insufficient practices specifically during personal data handling, the 

gain in perceived knowledge among customers may be very little or insignificant.          

However, bank personnel are not only required to have knowledge in 

protecting customer’s personal information, they should also be highly experienced, 

practiced and equipped with the necessary skills since the performance of an 

organization is determined by the quality and availability of pertinent knowledge by 

its people (Wiig, 2003).  This knowledge is essential in decision making, 

implementation and monitoring of every task.  By having knowledgeable personnel in 

bank services generally and data protection specifically, it would be manifested by the 

good practices in day-to-day activities. Wiig, (2003) concluded that good knowledge 

produces good organization performance and better knowledge leads to even better 

performance.                      

A knowledgeable and skilled bank personnel may inevitably perform a good 

practice in their routine job generally.  With assurance, they are able to carry out the 

best exercise while handling customers’ data as regulates in the banks’ policies.  A 

day-to-day activity in banks, which demonstrates bank personnel do take serious on 

the security of customers’ personal data would indirectly become a learning by 

example to the bank customers.  They gained knowledge on the process and flow of 

personal data protection from the observation of bank personnel good practices.  

Observation learning is the process of learning through watching others, retaining the 

information and then replicating the behaviours that were observed (Kendra, 2019).  

The explanation on this matter is further discussed in the next subheading of 

‘Theoretical Framework’.  Thus, it is important for bank personnel to practice it right 

and correct as it may be imitated by the customers and it has been proved incompetence 

personnel led to the failure of safeguarding data (Czechowski et al., 2019).  

Furthermore, carelessness is among the root cause to data leak (Garrison and Ncube, 

2011).  This is the reason bank personnel requires to have good knowledge to makes 

them capable in performing good practice. Failure to do so, would not only jeopardize 
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the security of confidential data but sending a false information on the process of 

protecting personal data to customers.           

In order to measure the variables of this study, seven attributes were extracted 

from the data protection principles as shown in Table 1.1 and will be used respectively.  

Those principles are consent, notice and choice, data disclosure, data security, data 

retention, data integrity and data access as stipulated under Section 6 to Section 12 

under the PDPA 2010.  The principles are put in place to ensure that there is no misuse 

of personal data by data users which starts from the collection, holding, processing and 

use of data in commercial transactions thereto (preamble of PDPA, 2010).  Arguably, 

consent is the main key towards personal data protection.  It is the first indicator 

whether the activity is done with the knowledge and approval of the owner or person 

concerned or otherwise.  It too could defuse any allegations of illegal interferences or 

intrusion.  All the principles consist of the elements and actions that data users must 

obey.  Failure to do so would directly or indirectly render the consent null and void 

and as a result infringes the privacy right of the data subjects. 

 Table 1.1 The Principles of PDPA 2010 

No Principles  

1 
General Principle 

on consent 

Data user must acquire data subject’s consent for 

personal data processing 

2 Notice and Choice  

Data user should prepare a written notice to inform 

the data subject on the personal data disclosure to 

third parties  

3 Data Disclosure  

No personal data shall be disclosed to the third-party 

others than mentioned in Notice and Choice 

Principle 

4 Data Security  

Data user should protect the personal data from any 

loss, misuse, modification, unauthorized or 

accidental access of disclosure, alteration or 

destruction during the processing of personal data  

5 Data Retention  

Data user should ensure to destroy or permanently 

deleted the personal data if it is no longer required 

for the original purposes 

6 Data Integrity  
Data user shall ensure the personal data is accurate, 

complete, not misleading and up-to-date 

7 Data Access 

Data subject shall be given an access to correct the 

personal data if it is inaccurate, incomplete, 

misleading and not up-to-date 
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The banks which comply with legal provisions as being enforced by PDPA 

during personal data processing has possibly reduced the risks from data breach and 

misuse of data.  This possibly resulted in increased good branding in terms of services 

as well as improved customer knowledge on the purpose of protecting his own 

personal data.  A customer with knowledge of personal data processing is able to 

choose which information to be processed or not.  With the knowledge of both parties, 

customers and personnel become more aware and alert if something is not right during 

data handling.  When the awareness and knowledge of protecting the personal data 

becomes a norm, it is much easier for regulators in their enforcement and the data 

always be in safe hands.    The development of personal data protection in Malaysia 

undergo great expansion and this country feasibly be a source of reference for other 

countries in personal data protection.     

1.8 Theoretical Framework 

The Social learning Theory is most commonly associated with Albert Bandura 

based on the studies of the principal causes of human behavior.  This theory suggests  

that people has learnt new behaviors through reinforcement, punishment as well as 

observation learning of the social factors in the environment (Bandura, 1971).  

According to Decker (1986) this theory emphasizes on learning by consequences and 

becomes an integral part of behavioral change.  The process of learning by direct 

experience is performed not only through the responses but is observed from the 

differential consequences as well. In other words, all these elements help in 

determining the desired behaviors of others.    

There are three factors highlighted for this theory in determining human 

behavior namely cognitive factors, behavioral factors and environmental factors 

(Figure 1.2).  Bandura described cognitive skills such as knowledge, expectations and 

attitudes, enable an individual to profit more extensively from experience.  Song, Bij, 

& Weggeman (2005), defines knowledge as information validated by experience that 

has entered the human belief systems as rules for guiding actions.  Thus, individuals 

with knowledge react accordingly with their experiences which may lead to positive 
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actions.  An individual develops thoughts about which type of behavior is most likely 

to succeed among his actions.  This kind of behavior successfully prevent the 

individual from performing the unwanted actions.   

Thus, the second factor is behavioral factors which comprise skills, practices 

and self-efficacy of an individual.  From the scope of this study, the more the customer 

experiences himself on the best practices by banks in personal data handling, the more 

the knowledge he gains in protecting his personal data from being misused.  The 

practices of bank personnel in this context of study ranging from how they require 

consent from the customers for data collection, do customers understand the purpose 

of data processing, how long the data be in the bank database and do banks explain the 

safety measures for data security.  These activities in the bank especially in personal 

data handling should be understood by the customer as well as it is their right to protect 

their personal data.  Banks which are transparent with their customers may lose 

nothing, instead, they gain more respect and trust and become more reputable.  

Learning by examples as explained in the Social Learning Theory is be the base of the 

study.  The customer learnt from examples set by the personnel or in other words they 

learnt from the practices by the personnel during any transaction thus enabling them 

to gain a clearer understand regarding personal data protection.  In contrast, the low 

practice by personnel degrades the knowledge among customers who use their services 

and products.  It is important for banks in practicing the correct procedure during data 

handling.     

The final factor is the environmental factors namely social norms, access in the 

community and influence on others.  The theory suggests that the environment or 

surroundings cause people to behave in certain ways.   These factors may influence an 

individual to change his own environment.  The example could be seen in learning by 

consequences.  If the individual sees positive consequences from a particular type of 

behavior, he is more likely to repeat the behavior himself.  On the other hand, if 

negative consequences are the result, he is less likely to perform that behavior.  All 

these three factors describe how different factors determine human behaviors.  The 

human behavior does not depend on any single factor alone but it is derived from 

different experiences or situations.     
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Figure1.2 Social Learning Theory (Bandura, 1977) 

1.9 Scope of Study 

The alarming issues in data privacy especially data breaches in the banking 

industry motivates this study to mainly investigate the current practices of personal 

data handling and to what extent these activities protect or encroach on the privacy of 

the data subject.  It also investigates to what extent data users are willing to protect the 

privacy of data subjects and to what extent the proposed balance between rights of 

privacy and personal data disclosure is upheld whether in public or private domain. It 

assesses to what extent the banking industry, as a profit-oriented and monetary 

motivated industry in Malaysia is discharging their legal duties and responsibilities 

under PDPA in protecting the personal data of their customers and in so doing protect 

the customers’ privacy.     

The banking industry has been chosen because banks are amongst the 

organizations and business entities that offer both offline and online services to 

customers.  Furthermore, in their daily business affairs, banks collect personal data 

from customers in almost every transaction for “official” purposes before that very 

transaction could be processed or proceed.  The focus of this study is to examine the 
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current approach practiced by banks in acquiring customer’s personal data as pre-

requisite requirements for services and products of the banks.  The study investigates 

whether there is an effect of perceived knowledge towards practice in personal data 

handling.  The findings then verify whether the Social Learning Theory is 

synchronized with the study or otherwise. 

This study focuses on individual customers only rather than business entities 

or organizations since individual customers are more vulnerable and most likely to 

succumb to pressures than business entities. To be more specific, this study wants to 

know how well the customers comprehend personal data handling.  This has been done 

by measuring the level of perceived knowledge of personal data handling among the 

customers.  Therefore, the study also examines the effect of perceived knowledge 

towards personal data handling.  Quality and reliable work is always delivered by 

employees who have a comprehensive understanding and are thus knowledgeable 

about personal data handling.  

The focus of this study is on the participants consisting of bank customers and 

bank personnel working in Kuala Lumpur, Selangor and Putrajaya.  The region is 

selected because most bank headquarters of Malaysia are located there.  The 

headquarters of banks provide all types of banking services and products compared to 

the bank branches in other states.   

1.10 Significance of the Study 

The study shall reveal whether information privacy is being upheld or 

encroached in the banking industry and whether data subjects as clients of the banks 

have good or poor perceived knowledge of information privacy.  This study measures 

the level of perceived knowledge amongst bank customers as well as bank personnel 

in personal data handling.  Thus, it contributed to the expansion of knowledge and 

understanding on the ways to protect personal information.  An increase in knowledge 

could improve conditions and prevent any misuse by third parties.  This study also 

revealed whether the current practices of commercial banks are in compliance with 
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PDPA requirements during bank transactions.  By fulfilling the requirements of PDPA 

it somewhat relates to the perceived knowledge of bank personnel in personal data 

handling.        

From the aspect of banks, this study disclosed the current practices being used 

in banking starting from data collection to data processing and until data retention.  

The study revealed to what extent customer’s personal data is protected under bank 

supervision.  The outcome from the study is hoped to create awareness among bank 

customers as well as bank personnel on data protection and could be used to improve 

the current practices to the better practices. Both parties may benefit from these 

developments. 

The findings from this study as well established a Personal Data Handling 

Model for both groups; bank personnel and bank customers.  Even though banks can 

apply different approaches to improve perceived knowledge and practice in its 

services, it is still imperative to establish a model, verify it and examine the variables 

involved.  As explained before, the attributes for each variable in the study are the 

seven data protection principles namely Consent, Notice and Choice, Data Disclosure, 

Data Security, Data Retention, Data Integrity and Data Access as stipulated in the 

PDPA 2010.  Therefore, the model has revealed which attributes strongly contribute 

to the variables.  Besides, the model too benefits the banks and other related agencies 

that have planned to spread awareness on personal data protection.  It functioned as a 

guideline for them in assessing certain areas that may improve the perceived 

knowledge and practice.  The model may assist any repetitive study in future on 

examining the effects of perceived knowledge towards practice.  By employing the 

model, it helps banks in strengthening the perceived knowledge and practice of its 

personnel when dealing with personal data and sensitive information.  In that manner, 

individuals feel safer and more confident in their daily transactions and businesses and 

the bank personnel become more comprehensive in performing any data processing.   

Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) could use the insight on current practices by the 

banking industry on personal data protection generally. Thus, the outcomes of this 

study could assist BNM in improving existing regulations.  Other than that, policy-
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makers, decision-makers, researchers and the public could use the information 

gathered from this study for the betterment of personal data protection.  Thereby, 

hopefully, Malaysia is placed among other countries such as EU countries which 

actively protect the personal information from being misused.  

1.11 Operational Definition  

To be precise, the description and meaning of several frequently used key terms 

in this study are explains below.  

1.11.1 Privacy 

 Abdul Rahman Saad (2005) defines privacy as an identification of the virtues 

or norms that a society is built upon.  Caloyannides (2004) describes privacy as a right 

for any individual in controlling the collection and use of his personal information.  

While Westin (2003) explained privacy as the limit in which an individual needs and 

desires others to know about him and his information. Ghosh (2001) describes privacy 

as aspects of individuals, businesses and organization which shall remain confidential 

so they could remain anonymous and away from public attention.  Those aspects 

comprise of every aspect of their life including data, personal information, properties, 

behavioral characteristics and habits (Patent,1983).    

Privacy is a state of condition that allows the individual to have certain 

“sphere” of solitude and feels safe against unwanted prey and for this study, privacy is 

the right and privilege of keeping details of personal life including personal 

information to remain inaccessible by the outside world.  As to how much the secrecy 

is kept and when or with whom to share it with. 
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1.11.2 Personal Data 

Section 4 of the Personal Data Protection Act 2010 (hereinafter referred to as 

PDPA) defines personal data as any information used in commercial transactions such 

as purchasing products, booking of flight tickets or hotel reservations and use of credit 

cards.  The information relates directly or indirectly to a private individual, referred to 

as data subject (s 4).  Under section 4, personal data as well includes sensitive data 

such as physical or mental health, political opinions, religious beliefs, and commission 

of any offence by data subject.   

In the context of this study, personal data refers to the definition in PDPA as 

stipulated under section 4.  An individual’s name, address, identification card number, 

passport number, bank account and closed-circuit television (CCTV) image are 

considered as personal data.   

1.11.3 Bank Practices  

 Practice is an application or procedure in doing something.  The act of getting 

works done and knowing how to do it also defines a meaning of practice (McIver et 

al., 2016).  Practice in organization normally tasks that were carried out by individual 

or in a group (Brown et al., 2001; Orlikowski, 2002).  As explained in the Dictionary 

of Law (1998), bank practice refers to the various ways a bank can help customers, 

such as doing money transfer, paying standing orders and selling foreign currencies.  

For the purpose of this study, bank practice is discussed  on the personal data 

handling in the bank from the moment of collecting customer’s personal data  to the 

use of the data as well as the dissemination and disclosure of that particular data.  

Garner, (2004) defines personal data handling as an action of coordinating operations 

regarding personal data. 
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1.11.4 Level of Knowledge 

Knowledge is defined as a justified true belief and it is understood as 

information validated by experience that has entered the human belief systems as rules 

for guiding actions (Song et al., 2005).  It as well described as an awareness gained by 

experiences (Hume, 1957; Gibson, 1968; Yolton, 1970).  Knowledge could also be 

viewed as a set of organized statements or facts of ideas, presenting a reasoned 

judgment or an experiment result, which is transmitted to others through some 

communication medium in some systematic form (Castells, 2010).  Thus, level of 

knowledge is the position of knowledge in a scale of values.  This study identifies to 

what extent the respondents who are bank customers and bank personnel are able to 

comprehend matters in relation with personal data handling.  The study however uses 

the terms ‘Perceived Knowledge’ to represent the variable of knowledge as our 

perception depends on the interpretation of the data we received through our senses 

(eyes, ears, skin, etc.) and the knowledge we possess (Hunt, 2003).  

1.11.5 Consent 

According to Le Métayer & Monteleone (2009), the definition of consent could 

be divided into two, one is an agreement between two entities and the other is used in 

the sense of a single manifestation of will.  While  the EU Directive defines  consent 

as any freely given, specific and informed indication by a subject as a symbol of 

agreement for his personal data to be processed (Suri et al., 2001).  Consent could also 

be in writing or implied. Data subject has to be clearly informed in advance about the 

proposed processing of his personal data (Abu Bakar Munir et al., 2014). 

 In this study, the definition of consent is as stipulated under Section 4 of PDPA 

2010 which stated data users shall not be allowed to process any personal data unless 

the data subject has consented the processing of personal data.  Although the Act does 

not specify whether the consent should be in express or implied consent (Ong, 2012), 

but the bottom line is the data subject has to be informed and understands  the process.  
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1.11.6 Social Learning Theory  

This is a model developed by Albert Bandura in 1970 which suggesting 

individual would learn new behaviour through reinforcement, punishment and 

observation through social environment.  The model emphasis on the learning 

phenomena resulting from direct experiences through observation of other people’s 

behaviour and its consequences for them.  The study thereby employs the main concept 

of the theory in assessing the relationship between variables of study. 

1.11.7 Data User 

As stated under the Personal Data Protection Code of Practice for Banking and 

Financial Sector (2015), a data user is a person who either alone or jointly or in 

common with other persons processes any personal data or has control over or 

authorizes the processing of any personal data.  For the purpose of this study, data user 

is the bank itself as explained by Abu Bakar Munir (1999) that data user could be a 

person or an organization that holds and control the data. 

1.11.8 Data Subject 

An individual who is the subject or the owner of the personal data or a living 

individual referred in the data is recognized as data subject (Abu Bakar Munir, 1999).  

In the context of this study, a bank customer is a data subject. 

1.12 Summary of the Chapter 

This chapter provides the background of study including the issues arising and 

related provision of laws in personal data protection.  It discusses the privacy threats 

faced by every individual, business and government agency while handling the 
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personal data for day to day activities.  This chapter also describes the importance of 

protecting personal information in today’s digital age as now every single data and 

information is being stored in computer software and it is easy to access.  In the context 

of Malaysia, the Personal Data Protection Act is a new legislation and it becomes a 

new phase for businesses to adopt and comply with the Act including the banking 

sector.  In addition, in this chapter, the ‘Social Learning Theory’ has been reviewed 

and proposed as the conceptual framework for this study.  Apart from the framework, 

provisions of the Personal Data Protection Act 2010 are also applied as the scope of 

this study is on personal data protection by Malaysian banks.  

The first chapter introduces the research topic and presents the justifications of 

the research at large.   Chapter two serves as the backbone of this thesis and discusses 

past researches on personal data at international and domestic levels, findings from 

other scholars on the same area of discussion as well as the related policy and acts to 

the area of personal data protection.  The insights from chapter two were used in 

building up the focus area, constructs and items needed for this research.     
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